
Hudl is changing the way teams analyze and 
improve performance. Hudl offers the tools to 
edit and share video, evaluate stats and 
create quality highlight reels for recruiting. 
The whole experience is available online, 
giving coaches, parents and athletes secure 
access from anywhere.

4MM
Users 
Worldwide

2.6K
Div. I and 
Pro Teams

165K
Teams across 
30+ Sports

Gain a 
competitive 
edge with 
Hudl.

Put down the camera.
Only one person needs to record—everyone 
will have access to review the video on Hudl. 
Rather than stress over capturing every move 
your child makes, you can enjoy the match.

Never miss a moment.
Even if you can’t attend a match in person, 
you’ll never miss another important 
moment. Every match will be on Hudl, ready 
to watch anytime.

Learn from video.
Be a part of your athlete’s development by 
reviewing matches with them. Coach feedback 
is added directly to the video, so they can 
easily focus on what’s most important.

Team packages start at $400/yr Learn more at hudl.com/clubvolleyball



Find key moments fast.
Every stat is linked to video. Use filters to quickly jump 
to your athlete’s best moments and easily create 
shareable highlights.

Purchase more than $1,000 in Hudl products and receive 
everything you need to get started with video analysis–
including a new iPad.

Track player development.
With stats for every matchup, you can follow your 
athlete’s improvement throughout the season at the click 
of a button.

Take control of recruiting.
Hudl makes it painless to share the biggest plays with 
recruiters. A Hudl athlete profile packed with highlights 
helps athletes gain traction and get on the right 
recruiter’s radar.

Offense
Attack Attempts 
Kills 
Attack Errors 
Attack % 
Assists

Defense
Block Solo 
Block Assist 
Digs

Serve
Aces 
Service Attempts 
Serve Quality Rating 
Serving %

Rotational 
Analysis
Points Won 
Points Lost 
Service Winning % 
Side-Out %

Serve Receive
Receptions 
Receiving Errors 
Pass Quality Rating

We do the stats. 
You get key moments.

Hudl Assist breaks down match film in 12–24 hours, linking all key stats directly to video. With match film and stats in 
the same place, it’s easy to take your player’s development to a new level—and get noticed by recruiters.

Stats We Track

Free Mobile Analysis Kit

Learn more at
hudl.com/clubvolleyball

Pricing as low as $30/match

Hudl Assist is an add-on 
to your Hudl subscription.


